GENERAL INFORMATION COVER SHEET

INSPECTION CODE: E02  EVENT NO.: 4118294

COMPANY NAME: Performance Coal Co.

MINE NAME: Upper Big Branch South

MINE I.D. NUMBER: 76-08136

DATE(S) OF MINE FILE REVIEW: 07-06-08

CITATION/ORDER NO. __________________________ DATE __________________________

DATES OF INSPECTION: began 09-19-08 completed 09-29-08

PRE-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE: 09-19-08

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S): Tony Wallen

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S):

POST-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE: 09-29-08

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S): Tony Wallen

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S):

COMMENTS: 103(c) Section 15 Day

#1 Section 029-0

INSPECTOR INITIAL: [ ]  SUPERVISOR D & I: RK 7-22-08
DAILY COVER SHEET

DATE 09-19-08    EVENT NO. 411/804
ARRIVED AT THE MINE 0700    DEPARTED FROM THE MINE
LIST RECORD BOOKS CHECKED
   Pre-Shift record No 15 No 2
   Section Track & Bells

ACCOMPANIED BY: COMPANY REP. Bill Earless

MINERS REP.

AREAS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Travelled Performance area CB 8
96-08-486 For inspection 15 day spot

Upon arrival I informed Site Wellman
Sup. that I was conducting a 158(1) spot

Review mine map of both section and

Travelled No 1 Section.Checked face CS
Chp 08 20.8 TTD's of Pre-Shift
Shift examiners were observed

Air Flow good Section is Damp.

PAGE NO 1    INSPI INITIAL [Blacked Out]    SUPERVISOR D&I 06-22-08

MSHA Form 7000-1011, June 93 (revised)
DATE 09-19-08

Observed the OP being operated NO entry
for Cage while pumping CO.

Observed the OP being operated NO 1 Screw